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Knowledge Awareness for a ComputerAssisted Language Learning
Using Handhelds
Abstract
This paper describes a computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) in a ubiquitous
computing environment. In the system called CLUE, the learners provide and share individual
experience and interaction corpus and discuss about them. This paper focuses on the design,
implementation, and evaluation of knowledge awareness map. The map visualizes the
relationship between the shared knowledge and the current and past interactions of learners. The
map plays a very important role for finding peer helpers, and inducing collaboration.
1. Introduction
Ubiquitous computing (Abowd & Mynatt, 2000) will help in the organization and mediation of
social interactions wherever and whenever these situations might occur (Lyytinen & Yoo, 2002).
Its evolution has recently been accelerated by improved wireless telecommunications capabilities,
open networks, mobile devices, continuous increase in computing power, improved battery
technology, and the emergence of flexible software architectures. With those technologies, an
individual learning environment can be embedded in daily real life.
The main characteristics of mobile and ubiquitous learning are shown as follows (Chen et al,
2002; Curtis et al, 2002):
(1) Permanency: Learners never lose their work unless it is purposefully deleted. In addition, all
the learning processes are recorded continuously everyday.
(2) Accessibility: Learners have access to their documents, data, or videos from anywhere. That
information is provided based on their requests. Therefore, the learning involved is self
directed.
(3) Immediacy: Wherever learners are, they can get any information immediately. Thus, learners
can solve problems quickly. Otherwise, the learner can record the questions and look for the
answer later.
(4) Interactivity: Learners can interact with experts, teachers, or peers in the form of synchronous
or asynchronous communication. Hence, the experts are more reachable and the knowledge
becomes more available.
(5) Situating of instructional activities: The learning could be embedded in our daily life. The
problems encountered as well as the knowledge required are all presented in their natural and
authentic forms. This helps learners notice the features of problem situations that make
particular actions relevant.
Moreover, the above mentioned learning can be Computer Supported Collaborative Learning
(CSCL) (O’Malley, 1994) environments that focus on the sociocognitive process of social
knowledge building and sharing.

The challenge in an informationrich world is not only to make information available to people at
any time, at any place, and in any form, but specifically to say the right thing at the right time in
the right way (Fischer, 2001). A ubiquitous computing environment enables people to learn at any
time and any place. Nevertheless, the fundamental issue is how to provide learners with the right
information at the right time in the right way. This paper tackles the issues of right time and right
place learning (RTRPL) in a ubiquitous computing environment.
Especially, we focus on language learning as an application domain of this research, because
language is strongly influenced by situations. There are two different kinds of users of this system:
one of them is an overseas university student in Japan, who wants to learn Japanese language; the
other is a Japanese student who is interested in English as a second language and plays an
important role as helper for the overseas student. The learners with PDA (Personal Digital
Assistant) store and share the interaction corpus (useful expressions) and experience that are
linked to any place in everyday life. Then, the system retrieves past interaction and experience
based on the current context, and provides each learner with the right expressions at the right
place immediately. For example, if the learner enters a hospital, then the right expressions at that
place are provided at that moment for realizing RTRPL. It is very important to encourage not
only individual learning but also collaborative learning in order to augment practical
communication among learners and accumulation of expression.
In order to induce collaborative learning, this paper proposes Knowledge Awareness (KA) map
that visualizes KA information for mobile learning environments. The map helps learners to
mediate and recognize collaborators in the shared knowledge space. On this map, the system
identifies learningcompanions who can help solving a problem. The characteristics of the map
are:
(1) Visualization of objects in the map and expressions as educational materials,
(2) Visualization of the links between expressions and learners to induce collaboration,
(3) Recommendations of appropriate collaborators (peer helpers) on KA map to help find suitable
partners.
In this way, KA facilitates peer review of the shared knowledge. We are developing an open
ended collaborative learning support system, which is called CLUE (CollaborativeLearning
supportsystem with a Ubiquitous Environment) (Ogata & Yano, 2003). CLUE is a prototype
system for embedding KA map, and facilitates to share individual knowledge and to learn through
collaboration.
As for the related works, there are challenges in providing customers useful recommendations
about interesting products and services with mobile devices, depending on location and time. For
example, Tveit (2001) proposed peertopeer based collaborative filtering architecture for mobile
customers. Meanwhile, in the language learning setting, the fundamental problem is “what
expressions are often used at the current location, and who is a suitable peer helper to answer
questions abut the expressions.” CLUE provides useful expressions for mobile learners,
depending on the learner’s current location, as well as peer learners through KA. The expressions
are linked in the locations, and recommended based on the number of the learners’ actions such as
reference and modification. The peer helpers are also recommended based on the number of their

actions corresponding to the expression. In the language learning environment, we believe
collaboration between peer learners is very important in order to sharing and understanding the
complicated context of each expression.
Many researches have been done on the wireless mobile learning. According to (Roschelle, 2003),
“90% of teachers in a study of 100 palmequipped classrooms reported that handhelds were
effective instructional tools with the potential to impact student learning positively across
curricular topics and instructional activities.” This paper shows three categories of mobile devises
in education; classroom response systems, participatory simulations, and collaborative data
gathering tools. CLUE falls into collaborative data gathering tools. Using CLUE learners collect
and share expressions based on their experience. As for related work of data gathering tools, the
bird watching assisting system was developed (Chen et al, 2002). However, the system that helps
language learning has not been proposed. Ubiquitous Computing can be also called contextaware
and situated computing. Therefore, this technology can be very helpful for language learning
because language is much related with context and situation.
This research is advocated by pedagogical theories such as ondemand learning, handson learning,
and authentic learning. Brown, Collins, and Duguid (1989) define authentic learning as coherent,
meaningful, and purposeful activities. When the classroom activities are related to the real world,
students receive great academic delights. There are four types of learning to ensure authentic
learning: action learning, situated learning, incidental learning, and experimental learning (Hwang).
Those learning forms could be very helpful for language learning. As for the comparison between
dictionarybased learning and authentic learning, Miller and Gildea (1987) worked on vocabulary
teaching, and described how children are taught words from dictionary definitions and a few
exemplary sentences. They have compared this method with the way vocabulary is normally
learned outside school. People generally learn words in the context of ordinary communication.
This process is startlingly fast and successful. We believe authentic learning is very important so
that learners construct an understanding of the language in everyday life.
This paper describes the literature review in this section; section 2 provides the definition of
knowledge awareness and the model of KA map; section 3 presents the prototype system; and the
experimentation and finding are mentioned in section 4. Finally conclusions and implications of
this approach in other settings are remarked.
2. Knowledge Awareness Map
2.1 What is knowledge awareness?
KA is defined as awareness of the use of knowledge (Ogata et al, 1996; 2000). In a distance
learning environment, it is very difficult for the learner to be aware of the use of other learners'
knowledge because the learner cannot understand their actions in the remote site beyond Internet.
KA messages inform a learner about other learners’ realtime or pasttime actions (lookat,
change, and discuss), which have something to do with knowledge on which a learner was or is
presently engaged. Some examples of KA messages are “someone is changing the same

knowledge that you are looking at”, “someone discussed the knowledge which you have
inputted.” These messages make the learner aware of someone:
(1) Who has the same problem or knowledge as the learner;
(2) Who has a different view about the problem or knowledge; and/or
(3) Who has potential to assist solving the problem.
Therefore, the messages that are domain independent, can enhance collaboration opportunities in
a shared knowledge space, and make it possible to shift from solitary learning to collaborative
learning in a distributed learning space.
KA messages are classified into two dimensions: time and knowledge separation. KA message of
type same time (ST) informs the learner that other learners are doing something at the same time
that the learner is using the system. By using learners’ past actions, KA message of type different
time (DT) provides the encounters beyond time. KA message of type same knowledge (SK) is a
message about other learners’ activities related to the same knowledge that the learner is looking
at, discussing, or changing. This type is available for learners to find partners who have the same
problem or knowledge. KA message of type different knowledge (DK) enhances collaboration
possibility with another learner (1) who has had something to do with the learner’s interests; or
(2) who has different expertise from the learner’s interests.
For example, the message of type STSK “Who is looking at the knowledge?” shows the existence
of learners who are looking at the knowledge that the user is looking at. By this message, the user
may start to discuss on the knowledge. Likewise, the message of type DTSK “Who changed the
knowledge since I have last looked at?” facilitates to start a discussion about the change of the
knowledge. Moreover, the message of type STDK “What knowledge are they discussing?” is
useful to join into discussions that interest the learner.
KA has a close relation with learner’s curiosity. Hatano and Inagaki (1973) identified two types of
curiosity: particular curiosity and extensive curiosity. Extensive curiosity occurs when there is a
desire for learning that makes the learner’s stock of knowledge well balanced by widening the
learner’s interests. Particular one is generated by the lack of sufficient knowledge, and it is very
useful because the learner can acquire detailed knowledge. KA message of type SK excites
particular curiosity, and KA message of type DK satisfies extensive one. For example, a message
of type STDK stirs up the learner’s extensive curiosity by attracting his/her attention to particular
knowledge when is focused on nothing. Moreover, the message of type STDK leads the learner to
collaboration by arousing the learner’s particular curiosity.
2.2 Knowledge Awareness map
Knowledge Awareness Map graphically displays KA information. This map provides learner with
a clear grasp of some learners around knowledge that is separated from the learner looking
knowledge. With this, the learner can seek for another learner as discussion companion
interactively. In this way, KA facilitates peerreviews and refinements of the shared knowledge.

2.2.1 Learner's profile
The system obtains the learner's profile from two sources:
(1) The learner's action log: e.g., the number of visit to the location;
(2) The learner's explicit registration.
The learner's actions in an openended learning environment can be classified as follows: (A)
entering a new location, (B) entering a new expression, (C) making a link to a WWW page, (D)
asking a question, (E) answering a question, (F) modifying an expression, (G) participating in a
discussion, and (H) looking at an expression. These eight actions are one of the sources of the
learner's profile. However, it is difficult to detect the interest of the learner only from his/her
actions. Therefore, it is necessary that the learner register his/her own interests on the knowledge.
2.2.2 Strategy for recommending peer learners
When the learner asks a question and is seeking for a helper, the system recommends from one to
three persons. The type of the learner who participates in collaboration is shown below:
(1) Questioner: This learner has some questions and requires collaboration.
(2) Answerer: This learner answers the question of the questioner.
(3) Participant: This learner is interested in the question and wants to join the collaboration.
The system recommends to the questioner an answerer who can help problem solving and some
participants by using the following information:
(1) The login situation of learners:
Because it is a realtime discussion, the system selects only loggedin users as candidates.
(2) The profile of each learner:
Although the profile consists of the number of access actions to the knowledge, the system has to
evaluate totally. If the total number of (A)(D) actions of a learner is larger than that of (E)(H)
actions, then the system considers the learner as an answerer. Otherwise, the learner is considered
as a participant. The larger the total of a learner's actions, the more the learner is preferred to join
the collaboration.
(3) The current action of learner:
The system gives a high priority to learners who are doing nothing (idle) in the learning
environment. This consideration activates passive learners by stimulating their intellectual
curiosity.
This paper proposes the level of interest (LOI) as follows:

The range of LOI is from 0.00 to 1.00. The higher the number of actions is, the higher the value
of LOI is. According to the above equation, the suitable peer helpers are considered to have high
value of LOI, and they are recommended by the system.
2.3 Visualization of KA

A link in KA map shows the relationships between expressions and learners. The length (L) of a
link means the strength of the relationship between an expression and a learner, and it is calculated
by the following equation:
where, D is a default value of link length.
The range of L is from D to 2D. If a learner is very interested in a page, the link length (L)
between the page and the learner is short and close to D.
3. Towards the development of a Proof of concept prototype system: CLUE
We have developed the prototype system of CLUE, which consists of a server and clients. Each
learner’s client of CLUE is a Toshiba Genioe PDA with Pocket PC 2002, Personal Java, GPS
(Global Positioning System), and wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11b) (see figure 1). Especially, we
selected this device to use GPS and wireless LAN at the same time. The server program has been
implemented with Tomcat 4.1.18, JSP1.2 and JDK1.4.1_02.
GPS
Wireless LAN
Network card
with battery

Figure 1: PocketPC, GPS and Wireless LAN card.

3.1 Information in CLUE
Based on (Abowd et al, 2000), CLUE deals with the following information:
Who: Current systems focus their interaction on the identity of one particular user, rarely
incorporating identity information about other people in the environment. As human beings,
we tailor our activities and recall events from the past based on the presence of other people.
CLUE identifies not only the current user but also other users surrounding him/her. CLUE
provides the right information after interpreting their usermodels. Especially, usage of
Japanese Language is modified according to the listener. For example, we, Japanese people
use different level of polite expressions depending on the age of other people.
What: The interaction in current systems assumes either what the user is doing or leaves the
question open. Perceiving and interpreting human activity is a difficult problem. Nevertheless,

interaction with continuously worn, contextdriven devices will likely need to incorporate
interpretations of human activity to be able to provide useful information.
When: With the exception of using time as an index into a captured record or summarizing how
long a person has been at a particular location, most contextdriven applications are unaware
of the passage of time. For example, the learner might get the right expressions at the certain
time, e.g., morning.
Where: In many ways, the “where” component of context has been explored more than other
items. Of particular interest is coupling notions of “where” with other contextual information,
such as “when.
Why: Even more challenging than perceiving “what” a person is doing, understands “why” that
person is doing it. Using “why” information, the right expressions could be provided to the
learner.
3.2 System configuration
As shows in figure 2, CLUE has the following modules:
Learner model: This module has the learner’s profile, such as name, age, gender, occupation,
interests, etc, and the comprehensive level of each expression. Before using CLUE, the learner
enters those data. In addition to this explicit method, CLUE implicitly detects learner’s
interests according to the history of visits. Moreover, this system records whether the learner
understands expressions.
Environmental model: This module has the data of objects, rooms and buildings in the map, and
the link between objects and expressions. For example, (Post office, location (x, y), “I’d like
to buy a stamp.”) means the post office is located at (x, y) on the map and that expression is
often used there.
Educational model: This module manages expressions as learning materials and dictionaries. The
teacher enters the basic expression for each place. In addition, learners can add pictures and/or
movies into the database. Those multimedia data helps learners understand the situation where
another learner was. Both learners and the teacher can add or modify expressions during the
system use.
Communication support: This server manages a BBS (bulletin board system) and a chat tool, and
stores their logs into a database.
Location manager: This module stores each learner’s location into the database.
Adaptation engine: This module recommends to the learner the suitable expression and KA map.
Communication client: This is a client of BBS and chat.
Location sensor: This module sends the learner’s location from GPS to the server automatically.
Information visualization: This module shows KA map to the learner.
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Figure 2: System configuration.
3.3 Recommendation of Learning Materials
When the learner is walking around, CLUE presents expressions in a given order determined
based on the following conditions:
(1) The expression is frequently used at the learner’s present location.
(2) The learner has never learned the expression.
(3) Most of other learners have already learned the expression.
(4) The level given by a teacher for the expression is appropriate for the learner’s level.
Condition (1), (2) and (3) are derived from the learner’s information. Condition (4) is derived
from the learning materials and the learner’s level that is detected by the right answer rate of the
learner at that moment. The more conditions an expression meets, the higher the order of the
expression will be. In this way, CLUE presents the right expression at the specific place.
The learning spots in the map are stored as an environmental model, e.g., station, university.
The learning spot that is the closest from the user is detected by the Euclidean distance between
the user’s location (x1, y1) and the learning spot (x2, y2). If the distance between two coordinates
is less than the given constant, the system finds that the user is at the learning spot.
3.4 Interface of CLUE
Interface of the collaborative learning environment of CLUE is shown in Figure 3. The map
window (A) shows the current location of each learner. The face icon on the map means the
learning status of each learner. For example, if a learner has a problem or question, the face turns
into a fad one. By clicking the face icon, it is possible to send a message to the learner
corresponding to the icon. In addition, a rectangle icon on the map shows a landmark where a
teacher or a learner gives some expressions, or where they communicate with each other. If a
learner enters an expression at one place for the first time, then a new landmark is created in the

map. By cling the rectangle icon, the user can see the web page of the place (e.g., the hospital),
the expressions that are used in the place, or the communication logs about either the expressions
or the place. Users can also register their positions at any time if GPS does not work. For example,
it might come out when big buildings surround them, or when they are inside a building.
(B) Question window

(E) KA map for overview

(A) Map window

(D) KA map for the location

(C) KA map for expressions

Figure 3. Screen snapshots of CLUE.

If the learner approaches certain place, the window (B) appears, which shows an English useful
expression for that place. If the current user has already learned all the expressions for that place,
the expressions do not appear. If the learner can correctly answer the Japanese expression
corresponding to the English one, the next expression will appear. Otherwise, the learner will be
given the same expression the next time he/she comes to the place.
If the learner has a question about the expressions, the window (C) shows the relation between
expressions and other learners. The color of an oval icon shows the level of difficulty given by a
teacher for one expression. Moreover, the color of a rectangle icon shows the level of proficiency
of the learner. The more correctanswers the learner gives, the higher is the level. From this KA
map, the learner can find a suitable person to ask the question. If the learner has a question about
one place, the window (D) shows other people who have visited it, and the window (D) shows
the relation between people and all the places on the map.
As for a use case, a learner from France entered a ticket shop in the University in order to buy a
bus ticket. Then CLUE showed him some Japanese expressions that mean “do you have a ticket
for Osaka? I would like to buy a one way ticket. And so on” The learner read the expression, and
could smoothly communicate with the shop clerk. CLUE was very useful because most of the
shop clerks and the office staffs cannot be good at English conversation and they hesitate to try to
speak English. But it is not so easy for foreigners to speak Japanese so proficiently. In such a
situation, CLUE helps “learning in the real world.” After a while, the learner can review and brush
up the expressions that the learner used before.

4. Experimentation
The simulation of the use of CLUE was held as an initial experimentation. Three undergraduate
students and three master course students were arranged as test subjects for the initial evaluation
of CLUE system. They, Japanese people, were very interested in ESL (English as the Second
Language). We selected 89 English and Japanese sentences as learning materials from the online
dictionary called Eijiro (see reference). These sentences are useful expressions at specific places,
for instance, a hospital, a restaurant, a shopping store, a hotel, etc. We mapped those places into
the buildings of our campus. Some overseas students who spoke English were at each spot and
had a talk with the learners, based on the learning materials (see figure 4). Then CLUE tried to
provide each user with the right expression when approaching to the given place.
An outside wireless antenna was established in our University, and the campus was assumed a
small town. Each student walked during a week through the campus with a PDA with a wireless
LAN and a GPS. At the first day of this experiment, all the students took a pretest. Then for a
week half of them, group X, learned with CLUE, and the others, group Y, learned English based
on papers. After that, all of them took a posttest. The contents of the posttest and the pretest
were different, but both tests were derived from the 89 sentences.
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Figure 4: Usage scene of CLUE (The left is the foreign student who can speak English
very well, and the right is the Japanese student who wants to learn English.)
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Figure 6. The score of the test in a hospital.

4.1 Results of the examination
Figure 5 shows the score of each user in the pretest and the posttest. Users A, B, and C in group
X learned English with CLUE, and users D, E, and F in group Y learned without CLUE. The
average increase of the score between the pretest and the posttest is 21.3 in group X, and 7.0 in
group Y. It might be because the members in group X could discuss about the specific topic
among them. Within the discussion, they might acquire words, idioms, and sentences in addition
to the learner materials. Compared to group X’s activities, group Y learned individually without
discussion. Especially, the score of posttest of group X increased more than that of group Y as
shown in Figure 6. We think that is because the group X discussed about the expressions at the

hospital where they had known only a few expressions. Therefore, CLUE was very useful to
induce discussions, and to broaden and solidify their knowledge.

No
.
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9

Table 1: The results of questionnaires.
Question
Did CLUE provide the right information at the right
place?
Did CLUE ask a question at right way?
Did you understand KA map easily?
Do you think KA map very useful?
Was the map window necessary for you?
Do you think CLUE very helpful for language learning?
Do you think CLUE very useful in the class if you were
a teacher?
Do you think CLUE easy to use?
Do you want to keep using CLUE?

Ave.
5.0
4.3
4.0
4.6
4.3
4.6
4.3
4.0
4.6

4.2 Results of the questionnaire
The effectiveness of CLUE was evaluated with a questionnaire. The users of CLUE gave a score
between one and five to each of nine questions, with one being the lowest, and five being the
highest. The average of score was 4.4. Table 1 shows the results of the questionnaire. According
to question (1) and (2), the users were quite satisfied with the information provided by CLUE.
In terms of KA map, question (3) and (4) show that KA could be provided in the appropriate way.
One of the learners commented that KA map is easy enough to understand. Another learner
commented that KA map could not be understood easily if there were many nodes. For that
reason, we will try to improve the visualization of KA. From the results of question (6) and (7),
we found that CLUE played a very important role for enhancing learning. Through discussions,
users were able to teach and learn from each other, and most learners replied that they had a
feeling of achievement. The question (8) shows that the user interface of CLUE should be
improved. Finally, question (9) shows that most of the users were interested in CLUE.
After the experimentation, some users commented out “it was very useful for me to be provided
the useful expression at the current location with PDA.” This comment is simple, but it seems to
indicate the effectiveness of CLUE. Moreover, some users told that CLUE helped to link the
expressions and the corresponding spots. As for KA map, they commented KA map was very
helpful to find a peer helper. However, they suggested simplifying KA map because of the small
screen of PDA.

5. Conclusions

This paper describes a computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) in a ubiquitous
computing environment. In the environment called CLUE, the learners provide and share
individual knowledge and other knowledge, and discuss about them in their daily life. This paper
focuses on the design, implementation, and evaluation of knowledge awareness map. The map
visualizes the relationship between the shared knowledge and the current and past interactions of
learners. In the future, we will try to evaluate CLUE for a long term.
In the future research, the nationality of learner should be considered. For example, Chinese
students could derive the meaning from Chinese (Kanji) Characters because they are familiar with
the characters. However, the learners whose mother language is based on alphabet might be
taught the meaning of the characters as well as the meaning of the sentences. Therefore, in the
next step, CLUE will take into account of the learner’s nationality in order to provide the right
information.
It is possible to reuse the conversational data that is stored during the system’s use in a digital city.
The learner can learn language by walking through a digital (virtual) city without moving in the
real one. Moreover, the entertainment function like a video game will be added in order to keep
high the learner’s motivation. New technologies like RFID tags will help computers to be aware
of learners’ location in the buildings.
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